**Company/Organization:** Revision Energy  
**Type of Organization:** For profit  
**Number of Employees:** 400  

**Category:** Community  

**Challenge or Opportunity:** As 20-21 school-year headed into spring, we knew teachers and parents were having a hard time. Teachers weren’t sure how many kids would show up to class. The pandemic, climate crisis, and recent election were making kids anxious. We wanted to give teachers a break, and teach their kids some valuable lessons around sustainability in fun ways.  

**Approach or Solution:** We plan a morning of fun education with our SEFJ. We invited students, teachers, and parents to tune in as Sunsquatch & friends taught different lessons on the climate crisis & sustainability with hands on activities targeted at 3-6 graders. We did a read-along, the tale of Sunsquatch defeating Baron Von Carbon and the fossil fuel industry.  

**Impact:** Since the SEFJ, more kids have been interacting with Sunsquatch online and learning about how they too can be a part of the climate crisis solutions. We wove some of the activities from SEFJ into our educational programming for the future, & we received good feedback from both parents and teachers who appreciated the learning for their kid.